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Abstract. Several authors have used explicit numerical schemes of bicharacteris-
tics to solve the system of hyperbolic partial differential equations describing the
two-dimensional propagation of stress waves in elastic solids. However, their numer-
ical approaches differ slightly, which results in different limits of the CFL number for
stable solutions and in different defects of numerical accuracy near singular points
like, e.g., a numerically caused cutting trace emanating from a crack tip. After review-
ing the different approaches, some techniques are presented to set up stable explicit
schemes with CFL number up to the limiting values 1 for the fastest mode. Finally,
the schemes are applied to the crack problem of a shock loaded body, where the main
reasons for the appearance of a cutting trace become apparent.

1. Introduction. Stress waves in elastic solids, which may be caused by an impact
or other impulsive loading, are governed by a system of hyperbolic partial differential
equations. Hyperbolic PDEs exhibit undetermined derivatives in certain space-time
directions, which define the normals of so-called characteristic manifolds. These
manifolds represent singular surfaces along which the disturbances propagate contin-
uously while certain derivatives in the normal direction may be discontinuous. Thus
every sophisticated numerical method for the solution of hyperbolic PDEs has to
employ the directions of wave propagation in some way. Methods of bicharacteris-
tics use these directions explicitly and have therefore a direct physical interpretation.
Consequently it might be expected that those methods represent a good tool for the
understanding of transient stress fields and dynamic fracture processes in solids gen-
erated by impulsive loading.

Methods of characteristics were introduced first in gas dynamics for inviscid com-
pressible flows where scalar constitutive equations govern the material behaviour
and pressure disturbances propagate along characteristics. Clifton [1] transmitted
the method of bicharacteristics, which was developed originally by other authors
for multi-dimensional unsteady flows, to the two-dimensional propagation of stress
waves in isotropic linear elastic bodies with straight boundaries. In contrast to an
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inviscid, compressible fluid, due to the tensor constitutive law in an elastic solid two
kinds of waves occur, a longitudinal one and a transverse one.

Since Clifton's paper, various forms of explicit bicharacteristic schemes have been
introduced and used by several authors to deal with linear and nonlinear elastic
problems [2-5] and elastic-viscoplastic problems [6-12], Many important results
were obtained, e.g., for focusing of waves in plates with curved boundaries, for the
dynamic stress intensity factors at crack tips, for stress wave interactions at material
interfaces, and steepening and focusing caused by nonlinearity.

However, there are still two major problems arising in the application. One is
caused by the discrepancy of the numerical and physical wave speeds, described by
the CFL number (Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy), which produces numerical dispersion
and—by interpolation procedures in the initial values plane—numerical viscosity,
too. All above-mentioned schemes are explicit and use only a single numerical mesh
in space with mainly quadratic cells. Under these conditions it is at most possible
to achieve the parity of numerical and physical wave speeds for the fastest wave,
i.e., the longitudinal one. Accordingly, the CFL number is based on the longitudinal
wave speed c, . In order to obtain an appropriate numerical approximation with only
moderate numerical dispersion and dissipation, one should have CFL = 1 at least
for this mode. However, in [1] and [6-12], CFL was set to 0.5 (in [7] even 0.25) for
the sake of the J. von Neumann stability condition. The other problem is connected
with singular points like crack tips or points at the boundary where the prescribed
conditions include a discontinuity. It may happen that the singularity seems to be
continued by the numerical scheme as a cutting trace through the solution domain,
which represents a nonphysical discontinuity of the stress solution. It has been shown
in [13] that the dimensional splitting technique [14] will cause such a cutting trace.
Nevertheless, cutting traces also appeared in the results of [5] and [12], This fact
means that the cutting trace problem exists for the bicharacteristic method, too.

In this paper, we consider the two above-mentioned problems. Firstly, a general
expression of bicharacteristic solutions for the elastodynamic equations is presented.
Then, based on this expression, some finite difference schemes are presented, where
the main interest is focused on the von Neumann stability condition in the case
CFL = 1 . Finally, the capabilities of different schemes in treating singular point
problems are discussed on the basis of numerical examples.

2. Basic equations and bicharacteristic solution. The elastodynamic equations for
an isotropic linear elastic solid under plane strain can be written in the following
form:

dw , dw „<9w
177 = A7T+B1Tot ox oy

w =

(0 0 1 0 0\
0 0 0 0 1
10 0 0 0
a 0 0 0 0

/ 0 0 0 0 1 \
0 0 0 1 0 (1)

B =

(u\
V

p
Q

)
where u and v denote the dimensionless particle velocities in the x- and y-direc-

V0 b2 0 0 0

0 a 0 0 0
0 10 0 0

\b2 0 0 0 0J
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2tions, respectively (their dimensional quantities are uc{ and vc,); p = ox/(pcx),
q = cry/{pc[), and x = oxy/{pcy) are dimensionless stress components; p is the
density, cx and c2 are the longitudinal and transverse wave speeds, b = c2/c, ,
a = \-2b \ x and y are Cartesian coordinates, and t represents the time multiplied
by c, . In some cases it will be convenient to write Eq. (1) in the conservative form

_ df dg
dt dx dy' [ '

2 T 2 Twith f = (p, x , u, au, b v) and g = (t , q, av ,v ,b u) .
The conclusive bicharacteristic relations for Eq. (1) can be obtained by the methods

presented in [1] or [2], However, for a problem with only one straight boundary and a
corresponding finite difference scheme with a rectangular mesh, only bicharacteristic
lines parallel to the (x, /)-plane or the (y, ?)-plane will be used. In this case, a
straightforward approach can be used to obtain the bicharacteristic relations.

Suppose there is a characteristic solution for w in an (x, ?)-plane (y — constant);
then

d w dw dw ( dxs
dt dt+Cd x V dt)' (3)

Combining Eqs. (1) and (3), we get

.. T.dw d w ndw
(A + CI»aI=A-B87' <4)

where I is a unit matrix. For the characteristic solution, c satisfies

IIA + cl|| = 0, (5)
which leads to

c = ^ = ±\,±b. (6)

For the four characteristic values c = ±1, ±b , the solutions of equation

1T(A + cI) = 0 (7)

are four left-eigenvectors ll, =(1,0,^1,0,0), 1^ = (0, 1, 0, 0, =f l/b). Sub-
stituting these left-eigenvectors into the equation,

<8»

four compatibility relations along the bicharacteristic lines in the (x, 0-plane are
obtained:

du dp dx dv ( dx , ,
=F  tt" ± a^~ - 0 along —r- = ±1dt ^ dt dy dy V dt ,

dv 1 dx dq ,du n ( , dx ,x
-j— -f t~i— 7-— i b— = 0 along -r- = ±bdt b dt dy dy \ dt

Similarly, the compatibility relations in a (y, /)-plane (x = constant) can be derived
as
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dvdqdx du ( dy "— =F —— — ± a— = 0 along -f- = ±1dt dt dx dx \ dt ,
du I dx dp dv ( dy \
—r =F t —r 77- ± b —— = 0 along -j- = ±b .dt b dt dx dx \ dt )

The finite difference scheme can be obtained by integration of Eqs. (9) and (10)
along the bicharacteristic lines. Suppose (xQ, j>0) to be inside the considered two-
dimensional region, and w(x, y, t) to be given by the initial values in the plane
t = t0 (see Fig. 1). We want to determine the value of w at the point (x0, y0, t0+At).
Starting from this point, we draw eight backward lines according to the bicharacter-
istic directions given in Eqs. (9) and (10). The points of penetration of these lines
with the initial value plane are denoted as follows:

(1): (x0-At, y0, /„), (1)': (.x0-bAt,y0, t0),

(2): (x0 + At, y0, tQ), (2)': (x0 + bAt, y0, /0),

(3): (x0, y0 - At, /0), (3)': (x0, y0 - bAt, tQ),

(4): (x0, y0 + At, *0), (4)': (x0, y0 + bAt, t0).

(11)

Fig. 1. A sketch of bicharacteristic lines in (x, y, t) space
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Then, the second-order accurate integration of the compatibility relations (9) and
(10) yields the following eight algebraic equations:

At dx aAtdv At (dx\ aAt (dv\
U'p-^d~y + ~d-y = «<» "'<» + T UJ(1) - — WJ(1) '

At dx aAtdv At (dx\ aAt (dv\
U+P~ 2^ " ~Ydy ~ "<2> +jP<2> + T V^j(2> + ~2 l^j(2) '

1 Atdq bAtdu i 1 / At (dq\' bAt (du\
V'bT~ ~2dj + ~ ~ brW + T U0(1) ~ "2" WJ(1) '

1 Atdq bAtdu / 1 / At (dq\' bAt (du\
v + bx~i:dj-—dj-+ bTw + t W)(2) + t fej(2>

At dx aAt du At (dx\ aAt (du\
v~q~Tdx + ^2~dx~v& ~qd) + T VaxJ(3) ~ ~Y va3rj(3)'

At dx aAt du At (dx\ aAt (du\
v + q ~ ~2dlc ~ Td^ ~ + qw + y (^J(4> + ~i (a^J<4)'

(12)

1 At dp bAt dv _ i 1 / At
bT 2 dx+ 2 dx bT^ + 2 \u* / ^ \u^ / ^

dp\' bAt (dv V
dx) ,,) 2 \dx) ,,

1 At dp bAt dv _ 1 1 / At (dp\' bAtfdvV
U+bT 2 dx 2 dx "<4> + &T<4) + 2 \<9.x:/^ + 2

where u, p, , ... on the left-hand sides of the equations are the unknown
values at point (xQ, y0, t0 + At). The number of unknown values in Eqs. (12) is 13,
which is larger than the number of equations. Therefore, Eq. (1) is integrated along
the line: x = x0, y = y0, t0 < t < t0 + At to obtain another five algebraic equations:

At .dw A; <9w At {dw\ At {dw\
21% - •» + 2 A (&)„ + T W)(0) ' (13)

where (0) (and below (0)' in Eq. (15)) represents the point (x0,y0,tQ). Thus, Eqs.
(12) and (13) can be solved simultaneously for the 13 unknown values. As results,
only the five components of w are of interest in the numerical calculation. We define
A and B by

/0 0 1 0 0\
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
a 0 0 0 0

V0 0 0 0 0J

B

/0 0 0 0 0\
0 0 0 10
0 a 0 0 0
0 10 0 0

Vo 0 0 0 07

(14)
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Then, w can be expressed in the following matrix form:

w = w(0> + ^A(w<2> - w(1>) + ^(A - A)(w'(2> - w'(1>)

+ ^B(w<4) - w(3)) + ^(B - B)(w'<4> - w'(3))

+ ^2(w{2) - 2w<0) + w(1>) + ^ (A2 - A2)(w'(2) - 2w'(0) + w'{1>)

+ 5B2(W(4) - 2w(0> + W<3>) + ^2 (®2 - ®2)(W'(4) - 2W'<0> + W'<3>)

+ ^AB4

+ ^BA4

+ ^a2b4

<9w\
dy]{2) \dy)w

dw\ /dw\
9x ) (4) \dx/ (3y

<9w\ 2 f^W^\ (
dy){ 2) UAo) + UJ<i>j

+ |(A-A)B

+ §(B-B)A

<9w A' / dw V
dy){ 2) UW(1>

/awV _ /awV
\dx / ^ \9x J ^ (15)

+ ^(A2-A2)B
4 b2

<9w\' / <9w\' ( ®y¥\
ty)m ■ @y ) n: + \ <>y J

+ ^b2a4

(2) \"y / ($) \uy / {i>

2 ((^wN\
dx) (4) V^X/ (0> \^x/(3)

At 2 a2s .+ —2(® -B )A
4b

<9w\' ^ (<9WV /<9w\'
®x) (4) V^X/ (0) \^-*/(3)

Equation (15) is the general expression for the second-order accurate numerical
bicharacteristic solution of the elastodynamic equations.

3. Construction of numerical schemes. Since we consider an isotropic material, it is
convenient to introduce a quadratic mesh in space with the mesh size Ah = Ax = Ay .
If we want to apply an explicit bicharacteristic scheme to calculate the solution in
a point in space at the level t0 + At from known data at the time level tQ, we
always have to fulfill the necessary stability condition CFL < 1 . For CFL < 1, the
eight backward characteristics will meet the plane t = t0 in the interior part of the
2Ah x 2Ah quadratic subdomain around the point, where we want to determine the
solution at time t0 + At. But only in the 3x3 vertices, which are numbered by
0, 1, 2, ... , 8 in Fig. 2, the discrete values of the solutions are known. In order to
calculate the initial values at the penetration points of the bicharacteristics, some kind
of analytic reconstruction of the solution from its discrete values or an interpolation
is needed.

If we suppose that the data at time t = tQ are locally smooth and twice differen-
tiable, can be calculated by a Taylor expansion. This method, as a matter of
fact, was used by Clifton in [1]. Introducing the CFL number X = At/Ah , it follows
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Fig. 2. A sketch of grid point positions for the numerical scheme

. /dw\ At2 (d2w\
W/t\ = wn - At ( — ] + — ( —t I +••'<•>-"0 ~\dx)^ 2 lax2

k, ^ ^ (16)
« W0 - ^(Wj - Wj) + y (w2 - 2w° + Wj) ,

bk. , (bk)2. . ,
W<1> « W0 - y (W2 - wi) + —2~ (w2 - 2w0 + wi)'

and so forth for the other points. Inserting these expressions into Eq. (15), we get the
same form of the solution in the new point (x0, yQ, t0 + At) as by the Lax-Wendroff
Scheme [15]:

w = w0 + ^ [A(w2 - w,) + B(w4 - w3)]

I2
+ y[A2(w2 - 2w0 + W,) + B2(w4 - 2w0 + W3) (17)

+ + BA)(w8 - W7 - W6 + W5)].

The scheme (17) was used in [1] and applied to elastic-viscoplastic problems in [6-
12]. Unfortunately, the scheme (17) is not stable up to the values of X - 1. In order
to find the upper limit of k for the stable solution, we consider the amplification
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matrix of scheme (17), which is denoted by G, in the following:

G, = I + iX{A sin £ + B sin r])

- A2[A2(1 - cos£) + B2(l - cos rj) + j(AB + BA) sin £ sin rj]

where |£| < n , \r\\ < n , i = T- The eigenvalues of Gj are denoted by //(Gj).
The scheme (17) is stable, if G, satisfies the von Neumann condition for all (£, rj)
with |£| < n , \rj\ < Ti, i.e., the absolute maximum of the eigenvalues )i of G, must
be less than 1: max|/z(G,)| < 1 . In particular, for (£, rj) = (n, n),

(\ -2A2(1 + b2) \

G, (7T , 7t) =
1 -2A2(1 +b2)

1 - 2X2 —2a}}
-2aX2 1 - 2/12

1 -4b2}2 J
(19)

which requires that A < i/vT + b2.
2 2The differentials in the scheme (17), say dw/dx and d w/dx , are calculated

only with the values on the line between point 1 and point 2. This is correct, if there
is no gradient between this line and line 5-7 as well as line 6-8. Similar arguments
hold for partial derivatives with respect to y and the line from point 3 to point
4. However, if there exists a gradient, some information is lost. In this case, the
differentials should include the values on the other parallel lines. For example, let

W(l> ~ W0 - 2(/+2)[W7 ~ W* + 7(W2 - W1 ) + W8 " W6l

A2 (20)
+ 2(y + 2)[W? ~ 2w3 + W5 + 7(w2 - 2wo + W1) + W8 - 2w4 + w6] >

with y > 1 , and similarly for and so forth. The most interesting case is y — 2 .
Then Eq. (15) results in the following scheme:

X
W = W0 + g AtW7 - W5 + 2(W2 - W1) + W8 ~ W6l

X
+ gBK - W5 + 2K " W3) + W8 _

A2+ —A2[w7 - 2w3 + w5 + 2(w2 - 2w0 + w,) + wg - 2w4 + w6] (21)

A' 2r+ — B'[w6 - 2Wj + w5 + 2(w4 - 2w0 + w3) + wg - 2w2 + w7]

A2
+ t(AB + BA)(w8 - w7 - w6 + w5).
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Denote the amplification matrix of scheme (21) by G2 ; then

iX ,~2G2 - I + — [Asin<^(l + cos r\) + Bsin t](l + cos<^)]
-i2 (22)

- y[A2(l - cos<j;)(l + cosrj) + B2(l - cos?;)(l + cos£)

+ (AB + BA) sin£ sin tj].

It is helpful to rewrite G2 in the following form:

G2 = I + 2iX cos | cos |d - 2X2D2.

? ri n £
D = A sin - cos - + B sin — cos -.2 2 2 2

(23)

Then, the eigenvalues of G., can be represented by the eigenvalues of D,

fi(G,) = 1 +2/AcosJcos?u(D) - 2A2[//(D)]2. (24)z 2 2

The eigenvalues of D are easily calculated as

0; ±\/^(l - cos£cos?7); ±b\J ^(1 - cos^cost/). (25)

Then, the eigenvalues of G2 are

1; 1 - X"{\ - cos £ cos t]) ± iX cos - cos ^^2(1 - cosci; cos t]);

|cosf.1 - {bX)2( 1 - coscos fj) ± ibXcos ^ cos ^yjl{\ -cos^cos t]),
(26)

which show max|/i(G2)| < 1 for all (<!;, r]) and X < 1 . Therefore, the CFL number
equal to 1 can be used in scheme (21).

One of the advantages of the scheme (21) is that it can be split up into two steps.
If we denote w"kl = w(kAx, I Ay, nAt) as the value at grid point (k, I) at time level
t" , and start with Eq. (2) in place of Eq. (1), we obtain

Wl++\'/ 1,1+1/2 = ^(WW + Wfc+l>/ + WM+l +WLl,/+l)

+ -({" -{" +f" -f" )4 ^+''' kl Ife+1,/+1 k,l+1> ^7)

X n "i" " \
4^/c,/+l &kl + &k+l ,1+1

w"+1 _ w" +/lff',+ l/2 _f"+'/2 \ , Uon+l/2 -on+l/2 )
Wfc/ ~ ™ kl + k+l/2,1 k-\/2,l' ^ k ,1+1/2 *k,l-\/2>>

where f^2>/ = f((w!t+i/2,/+i/2 + w£m/2,/-i/2)/2) ' etc- Equations (27) were first
formulated by Eilon, Gottlieb, and Zwas [16] for problems in gas dynamics. With a
two-step scheme, nonlinear problems can be treated with less difficulty. In [13, 17-
18], Eqs. (27) have been extended for the elastic-plastic case by solving a Riemann
problem for the fluxes and s£h/2,/+i/2-
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There is another technique for obtaining and its related scheme. Suppose
(x0, y0) = (0,0) and w(x, y, t0) can be approximated by a quadratic polynomial:

w(x, y, t0) = c(0) + ^c(1) + ~7~c(2) + -V3' + ^-2c<4) + ^C(5). (28)
0 A/z Ah A/? Ah Ah2

When w,, is calculated by Eq. (28), Eq. (15) yields the following scheme:

w = c(0)+A(Ac(1) + Bc(2))

+ /12[A2C(3) + B2c(4) + (AB + BA)c(5)].
(29)

The coefficients c will be determined by the least squares method using the 3x3
sets of discrete values at the grid points. Substituting the coordinates , yj) and
the values w into Eq. (28),j

2 2

! h. iL II. 2^Z± |c-w
A//' Ah' A/*2' a/;2' Ah2 J (30)

(7 = 0, 1, ... , 8),

where C = (c<0>, c(l), c(2), c(3>, c(4), c(5))T . We rewrite Eqs. (30) into the following
form:

HC = W, (31)

with H a 9 x 6 matrix and W = (wQ, w,, ... , wg)T. The solution of the least
squares method for Eq. (31) is

C = (HTHr1HTW (32)

In the above-mentioned least squares procedure, the contributions from all nine
grid points seem to be equal. In a general case, the contributions can be taken to
be different by using weighting functions. Suppose that the weighting functions are
distributed over nine grid points in the following manner (in accordance with the
grid positions in Fig. 2):

1 p I)
p a p (33)
1 P 1 J

This means that the first equation (j = 0) in Eqs. (30) is multiplied by a, and the
next four equations (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) are multiplied by P. The functions a and
P are always chosen to satisfy a > p > 1 , which implies that the center grid point
makes the highest contribution, and grid points far away from the center make less
contribution. Therefore, the solution C takes the form

C = (HTAH)~'hTAW, (34)

where A = diag(a, /?,/?,/?,/?, 1,1, 1,1) is a 9x9 diagonal matrix. It is fortu-
nate that the matrix H AH is simple; then the components of C can be resolved
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as

c<0) = pH/? + 4)w0 + 2/?(w, + w2 + w3 + w4) - /?(w5 + w6 + w? + wg)],

C<1) = 2{p + 2) [^(W2 ~ Wl) + w7 ~ W5 + W8 - W6] »

(2) 1
C = 2(/? + 2) [^W4 ~ W3} w6 W5 W8 W7] '

c(3) = ^H/? + 2)(W2-2Wo + Wi) (35)

+ (a + 2/?)(w? - 2w3 + W5 + wg - 2w4 + w6)],

c(4) = + 2)(w4 - 2w0 + W3)

+ (a + 2/?)(wg - 2w, + w5 + wg - 2w2 + w?)],
(5) 1 , v

C = gK-W7-W6 + W5)'

where T = a/1 + 4a + 4/3 .
Weighting functions have been used to calculate the results of [2-5]. In order to en-

sure the stability condition, the authors of those papers have tested some parameters.
They have obtained one successful result in which the parameters are represented as
a function of the CFL number A and the ratio of two wave speeds b = c2/c, :

(y/2 +1)A-sJ(l + b2)/2 (y/2 + l)A - yj(I + b2)/2
a    , /? -    . (36)

X-sJ{\+b2)/2 2A- y ( \ + b )/2
Obviously the derivation of Eqs. (35) admits many more possible choices for a and
P-

The most interesting case is a = 4, P -2. In this case Eqs. (29) and (35) lead
to the following numerical scheme:

w=]L[12w0 + 2(w, + w2 + w3 + w4) - (w5 + w6 + w7 + wg)]

A
+ g A[w? - w5 + 2(w2 - w,) + wg - w6]

A
+ gB[w6 - w5 + 2(w4 - w3) + wg - w7]

A2 2 (37)
+ yA [w7 - 2w3 + W5 + 2(w2 - 2w0 + w,) + wg - 2w4 + wfi]

]2X ^2r+ yB [w6 - 2wj + W5 + 2(w4 - 2w0 + w3) + wg - 2w2 + w7]

A2
+ -s-(AB + BA)(wg - w7 - w6 + w5).

Scheme (37) is different from scheme (21) only in the first term of the right-hand
side. Therefore, it can also be split up into two steps. The amplification matrix of
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scheme (37) is

1 y\ 7 2G3 = -(3 + cosd; + cos rj — cos£ cos r/)l + 2iX cos ^ cos — 2A D , (38)

where D is the same as in Eqs. (23). It is then not difficult to calculate the eigenvalues
of G3 and to know that the von Neumann condition can be satisfied for X < 1 .

However, it should be noticed that not all values of a and /? for Eqs. (35) are
acceptable. For example, take a — (i2 and let /? -+ oo; then scheme (29) with (35)
will become the same as scheme (17), in which X cannot be set to 1. For the anti-
plane shear problem [13], A and B are 3 x 3 matrices, in which eigenvalues can be
solved explicitly. In this case, the stability region is a < oo, p < 2.6 .

4. A numerical test for the singular point problem. As pointed out in [ 13], a reason-
able finite difference scheme to deal with stress waves in elastic-plastic solids should
possess three properties: (i) its CFL number can be chosen up to the limiting value
1 in order to minimize the numerical dissipation and dispersion; (ii) it produces few
numerical defects if a singular point is present, so that wave interactions with a crack
tip can be calculated appropriately; (iii) it contains two steps so that plastic yielding
may be included in the physical problem, and the Riemann solver can be applied.
It was already shown in the last section that the numerical schemes (21) and (37)
possess the properties (i) and (iii). But for (ii), the two schemes exhibit a different
solution behaviour.

Let us consider the problem of a mode I central crack in an infinite body, which
was discussed in [19-20] with analytical methods. A numerical modelling of this
problem can be found in [21], The problem is shown in Fig. 3(a), where two plane
waves of equal amplitude arrive simultaneously at the crack from both sides y > 0
and y < 0. The signs of v are opposite and the wave fronts are parallel to the
crack surface. Because of the symmetry, the x- and y-axes can be introduced as
boundaries such that only the solution in the first quadrant has to be calculated; see
Fig. 3(b). The material constant b is set to b = l/\/3. In order to ensure that the

y

X
<7°. v°

T
X •/,

±[ L
_„0

<7°, v°

<7 = 0
i

Yc] 'f
symmetry

/,

(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Sketches of the calculated crack problem, (a) Physical prob-
lem; (b) Zoning for calculation
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stress field at the crack tip region can be calculated in a large time interval without
being disturbed by the reflected wave from outer boundaries, the number of grid
points is chosen as Ic = 20, /, = 200, Jx = 180. The x-axis is located at the
middle of two rows of grids, and so too is the y-axis. Since the schemes (21) and
(37) can be divided into two steps, it is easy to introduce the boundary conditions in
the first step by using the flux. A method for treating boundary conditions is given
in [17] and [21], in which the cell's center corresponds to a grid point in this paper.
At time t = 0 the waves just arrive at y — 0, and the initial conditions for all grid
points are

00„, 0 0 „ 0 V 0q — v =0.5, u = i=0, p = -—-q , (39)

where v = a/(I + a) is Poisson's ratio. The resulting distributions of stress q and
velocity v at time step N = 320 (time = N/Ic = 16) are plotted in Figs. 4 and
5, where method 1 and 2 represent schemes (21) and (37), respectively. The results
seem quite interesting. Apart from some oscillations, method 1 delivers a good stress
distribution, but exhibits some defects for the velocity component in the region near
the crack tip. In contrast to that, method 2 creates a cutting trace in the stress
distribution, but leads to a smooth velocity distribution.

method 1

time = 16.

max = 4.29
min = -0.31

method 2

time = 16.

max = 3.40

min = -0.18

Fig. 4. Comparison of stress q distribution of two numerical schemes
for a crack problem
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method 1

time = 16.

max = 0.06
min = -0.05

method 2

time = 16.

max = 0.02
min = 0.00

Fig. 5. Comparison of velocity v distribution of two numerical
schemes for a crack problem

The solution around the crack tip always shows numerical errors no matter which
approximation method is used. This is due to the singularity and the high gradient
of the stresses in the crack-tip region, which cannot be modeled adequately by a
coarse rectangular mesh. On the other hand, the example presented above shows
that the spreading of numerical errors differs. Method 1 distributes the error over
a region, while method 2 concentrates it in a cutting trace. Schemes (21) and (37)
are different only in the first term. In the first term of scheme (37) the contributions
from points 1, 2, 3, and 4 (see Fig. 2) are strengthened, while those from points 5,
6, 7, and 8 are weakened. This term introduces a smoothing to the computation.
However, in a singular point region, it will lead to a cutting trace. A cutting trace
also became apparent in the examples of [5] and [12] (Fig. 4). Carrying out some
numerical experiments with the combination of scheme (29) and (35) we always
found a cutting trace around a singular point no matter how a and /? were chosen.
So the comparison of the two methods gives us a good explanation for the appearance
of the cutting trace.

Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that an appropriate combination of schemes
(21) and (37) will create a useful method to compute dynamic crack problems. For
example, scheme (21) can be used for the near crack-tip region, and scheme (37)
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for the far field; another method might be to use scheme (21) to calculate the stress
components, and scheme (37) for the velocity components. For a particular problem,
of course, some numerical tests are necessary to find out the optimal combination.

5. Conclusions. To conclude this paper, we make two remarks.
(i) The CFL number of an explicit finite difference scheme for hyperbolic PDEs

is very important in practice, not only for the numerical stability, but also for the
control of numerical dissipation and dispersion. This was also shown explicitly for
one-dimensional problems in [22], where for each wave mode a proper grid was
introduced such that the CFL number became equal to 1 for both longitudinal and
transverse waves. Here we have presented some techniques to form two-dimensional
bicharacteristic schemes in which the CFL number of longitudinal mode can be set
to its limiting value 1. Among them, schemes (21) and (37) are the most important
ones, because they can be divided into two steps. Following [22] it will be possible
to construct bicharacteristic schemes which admit CFL = 1 for the transverse mode
for linear problems, too, by introducing two meshes.

(ii) A cutting trace is a nonphysical discontinuity appearing in the region near the
crack-tip or other singular points. It can appear not only in the difference method
based on the operator splitting technique, but also in some bicharacteristic schemes.
The generation of the cutting trace can be explained by comparing schemes (21) and
(37).
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